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A new effect in doped organic glasses, which we refer to as ‘‘energy transfer ~ET!-induced spectral
diffusion ~SD!,’’ ET→SD, has recently been reported by us. In this process ‘‘extra’’ SD, in addition
to ‘‘normal’’ SD in glasses, is triggered by the energy balance released on ‘‘downhill’’ ET.
Quantitative aspects of the ET→SD process have been investigated by means of time-resolved
hole-burning experiments on free-base chlorin (H2Ch) in polystyrene ~PS! presented here. The
8 was determined as a function of delay time t d (1025
‘‘effective’’ homogeneous linewidth G hom
3
210 s), temperature ~1.2 to 4.2 K! and concentration (c5131025 to 63103 M), at various
8 as a function of temperature was found to
excitation wavelengths within the S 1 ←S 0 0-0 band. G hom
8 5G 08 1aT 1.3, characteristic for glasses, and we present an analysis of the
obey the relation G hom
residual linewidth G 08 and the coupling constant a. In this analysis we determined ~i! the separate
contributions to G 08 arising from the fluorescence lifetime, ET, and ET→SD, ~ii! the separate
contributions to a arising from ‘‘pure’’ dephasing, ‘‘normal’’ SD, and ‘‘extra’’ spectral diffusion
caused by ET→SD. The contributions of ET→SD to G 08 and a prove to be proportional to the
concentration and to the logarithm of the delay time (}c log td). © 1999 American Institute of
Physics. @S0021-9606~99!53001-8#

free-base chlorin (H2Ch) in polystyrene ~PS!. A prerequisite
for Förster’s ‘‘downhill’’ energy transfer ~ET! is an overlap
between the fluorescence spectrum of the donor and the absorption spectrum of the acceptor. In the system H2Ch in PS,
the donor and acceptor molecules are chemically identical
and the spectral overlap is given through the broad phonon
side-bands centered at DE'20 to 40 cm21 from the narrow
zero-phonon line. The ET-rate and, therefore, the holewidth
related to the ~donor! molecules burnt at l exc would then be
determined by the number of ~acceptor! molecules which
have their zero-phonon transitions approximately 2DE lower
in energy. Since the number of molecules at a given wavelength is proportional to the intensity of the inhomogeneous
absorption band ~a Gaussian curve!, the effect of direct
‘‘downhill’’ energy transfer on G 8hom will depend on l exc in
such a way that the largest value of G 8hom would be found at
;40–80 cm21 to the blue of the maximum of the inhomogeneous absorption band. Thus, if ‘‘downhill’’ ET would
determine the value of G 8hom , the l exc-dependence of G 8hom
would follow the profile of the 0-0 band with a slight blueshift.
But, if ET also influences the dynamics of the glass by
dumping part of the ‘‘heat’’ released during the ET-process
into the TLSs, then not only the primary step in the ETprocess will affect the TLSs, but also subsequent transfer
steps involving molecules absorbing all the way to the red

I. INTRODUCTION

While studying the effect of energy transfer and concentration on optical dephasing in doped organic glasses at low
temperature by hole-burning,1 we discovered that the ‘‘effective’’ homogeneous linewidth G 8hom was much larger than
expected on the basis of a simple Förster mechanism and that
there must be an extra contribution to spectral diffusion. We
called this new effect ‘‘energy transfer-induced spectral diffusion,’’ ET→SD. 2 The key question to understand is: how
do we distinguish hole broadening due to a reduction of T 1
by ‘‘downhill’’ energy transfer from hole broadening due to
spectral diffusion? Surprisingly, this problem had not previously been addressed, although broadening of holes with
concentration and excitation energy had been reported and
attributed to energy transfer, without being quantitatively
analyzed.3,4
To recognize whether the holewidth, or the ‘‘effective’’
8 , was determined by a direct
homogeneous linewidth G hom
energy transfer process of the Förster type5 or by some other
8 when varyprocess, we looked for changes occurring in G hom
ing the excitation wavelength l exc over the 0-0 band and the
concentration c.2 We studied the S 1 ←S 0 0-0 transition of
a!
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8 .
edge of the 0-0 band will contribute to an increase of G hom
8 will be proportional to the total
Under these conditions, G hom
number of molecules absorbing to the red of l exc and, thus,
will increase continuously from the red to the blue of the
inhomogeneous 0-0 band, leveling off at the blue edge.
In our previous study of the effect of ET on G 8hom ~Ref.
2! we have found that G 8hom follows an S-shaped curve as a
function of l exc , the amplitude of the curve increasing with
concentration. Since the S-shaped curves could be fitted with
an error function found to coincide with the normalized area
of the 0-0 band at wavelengths longer than l exc , we con8 was not directly, but indirectly determined
cluded that G hom
by ‘‘downhill’’ ET.
By increasing the concentration c, the amount of ET
8 increases
increases. Direct energy transfer implies that G hom
proportionally with c 2 , 6–8 but we have found G 8hom}c. 2 Furthermore, Förster’s mechanism predicts that the ET-rate is
proportional to (R 0 /R) 6 , where R 0 '30– 80 Å is the critical
Förster radius or distance between donors and acceptors for
which the transfer rate is equal to the rate of fluorescence
decay, and R is the donor-acceptor distance. If G 8hom measured in Ref. 2 were determined by G ET
0 , one would obtain
values of R 0 far in excess of a reasonable Förster radius.
Finally, from the ET-mechanism one would also expect more
sharply peaked line shapes than Lorentzians, contrary to
8 point to a
what we found. Thus, our results obtained for G hom
multi-step process involving all molecules absorbing towards
the red of l exc .
The clearest indication that the TLS-dynamics is af8 with
fected by ‘‘downhill’’ ET would be an increase of G hom
t d ~the time between burning and probing! over many orders
of magnitude in time that becomes the more pronounced the
higher the concentration. Since all ET-steps are over during
the fluorescence lifetime of the chromophore ( tfl58 ns for
H2Ch), an increase of G 8hom observed at delay times t d . t fl
must be due to a change in the TLS-dynamics. We have
indeed verified that G 8hom increases with delay time and concentration, even at temperature T→0.2 Apparently, ‘‘heat’’
is stored in the TLSs during the short-time ‘‘downhill’’ ETprocess. The activated TLSs will relax over a long period of
time and give rise to long-term spectral diffusion. The difference between this ‘‘extra’’ SD and ‘‘normal’’ SD in
glasses is that the latter vanishes for T→0. If the ET→SD
mechanism that we have proposed in Ref. 2 is correct, one
would expect that ‘‘extra’’ SD could also be induced by
dumping infrared radiation of a few cm21 to hundreds of
cm21 directly into the glass doped at low concentrations, i.e.,
in the absence of ET. Such an experiment has still to be
done.
In this paper we present a quantitative experimental
analysis of the ET→SD mechanism. Time-resolved holeburning has been performed on the glassy system H2Ch in
PS at concentrations c between 1025 and 631023 M, and
G 8hom has been determined as a function of delay time t d
between 1025 and 103 s and temperature T from 1.2 to 4.2
K, in both the red and the blue wing of the S 1 ←S 0 0-0 band.
From the results we obtain the separate contributions of the
fluorescence lifetime t fl , ‘‘pure’’ dephasing, ‘‘normal’’
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the experimental arrangement used for
time-resolved HB. The holes were burnt either with a tunable cw singlefrequency dye-laser pumped by an Ar1-laser or with a temperature- and
current-controlled single-mode diode-laser. The holes were detected, after a
variable delay, in fluorescence excitation. l-meter: Michelson-type interferometer, M: mirror, BS: beamsplitter, OD: optical density filter, Sh: shutter,
L: lens, C: cryostat, S: sample, PM: photomultiplier.

spectral diffusion, ‘‘downhill’’ ET and ET→SD to G 8hom ,
together with their functional dependences on c and t d .
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Free-base chlorin (H2Ch) was prepared as described in
Refs. 2, 9 and incorporated in polystyrene ~PS! films.2 The
samples were placed in a home-built 4He cryostat, the temperature of which was controlled by the helium vapor pressure and measured with a calibrated carbon resistor in contact with the sample, with an accuracy better than 0.01 K.
Time-resolved spectral hole-burning ~HB! experiments
were performed by applying a sequence of three laser
pulses.10,11 During the first pulse the frequency of the laser is
scanned over the part of the inhomogeneous absorption band
of interest in order to obtain a base line. The second pulse,
which creates the hole, is applied at a fixed frequency and
higher laser intensity than the first one. The hole is probed
after a variable delay time t d with a third pulse at low intensity. During the third pulse the frequency of the laser is
scanned over the same part of the absorption band as during
the first pulse. The delay time t d between burning and probing the hole was varied between 1025 and 103 s.
A schematic representation of the experimental set-up is
shown in Fig. 1. Two types of cw single-mode lasers were
used, depending on the time scale of the experiment. For
delay times shorter than 200 ms, we used a current- and
temperature-controlled diode laser ~Hitachi HL 6312G,
632,l,638 nm,
bandwidth
Glaser
P max55 mW,
'30 MHz). The frequency scan speed of this diode laser is
;0.5 GHz/ms. For delay times longer than 200 ms, a dye
laser ~Coherent 599-21 with intracavity assembly,
Glaser'2 MHz, dye DCM! pumped by an Ar1-laser ~Spectra
Physics 2030-15! was used. The intensity of the laser light
was stabilized by a home-built active stabilization circuit
with an accuracy better than 0.5%. The frequency scan speed
of the dye laser is limited to ;100 MHz/ms by piezo-
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8 of the S 1 ←S 0 0-0 transition of
FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of G hom
H2Ch in PS for three concentrations, in the blue (l exc5633 nm) and red
wings (l exc5643 nm), for t d 5300 s. G 8hom and G 80 increase with concentration and towards the blue. The three curves follow a T 1.3-power law.

electronically driven mirrors; this speed is about 104 times
slower than that of the diode laser. The wavelength of the
lasers was calibrated with a Michelson interferometer ~homebuilt, resolution ;50 MHz!, and its mode structure was
monitored with a confocal Fabry-Perot étalon.
The burn and probe pulses were generated as described
in Refs. 10–12. A shutter blocked the beam in front of the
cryostat before and after the experiment. The laser beam was
focussed on the sample to an area A'0.03 cm2. Burningpower densities from P/A;100 nW/cm2 to ;100 mW/cm2
were used, with burning times varying from t b 510 m s to
;30 s. Thus, burning-fluence densities varied between
Pt b /A;50 m J/cm2 and ;10 J/cm2.
The holes were detected in fluorescence excitation with a
cooled photomultiplier ~PM, EMI 9658R!. To separate the
fluorescence signal from the scattered laser light, a few longwavelength pass filters were used ~Schott RG665, total thickness ;1.5 cm! such that l det>665 nm. For delay times
shorter than 30 s, the signal from the PM was amplified with
a load resistor and a differential preamplifier ~HMSElektronik, model 568! or a bandpass amplifier ~Ithaco,
model 1201!. For delay times longer than 30 s, the signal
from the PM was amplified with an electrometer ~Keithley,
model 610 C!. The signals were averaged in different ways,
depending on delay time. For delay times shorter than 30 s, a
sequence of probe-burn-probe cycles was applied with an
appropriate repetition rate <10 Hz. After each probe-burnprobe cycle, the frequency of the laser was slightly shifted
~about twice the holewidth! to obtain a fresh baseline for
each hole burnt. Transient holes, which live about 2 ms ~see
below!, were averaged 103 to 104 times. For persistent holes
with 2 ms<t d <30 s, the signals were averaged 50 to 100
times with a digital oscilloscope ~LeCroy 9310 or 9360, both
with bandwidth 300 MHz, or LeCroy 9410 with bandwidth
150 MHz!. If longer averaging were used, the signal of the
baseline region would decrease due to the presence of previously burnt holes. For delay time longer than 30 s, the holes
were averaged point by point about 1000 times with the PC,

8 at low concentration, for three
FIG. 3. ~a! Temperature dependence of G hom
8 extrapolates to G 80 5G 0 5(2 p t fl) 21
delay times, in the blue wing. G hom
8
;20 MHz, with t fl'8 ns. ~b! Temperature dependence of G hom
at
c5231023 M, for four delay times, in the blue wing. G 80 increases with t d .

FIG. 4. G 8hom as a function of the logarithm of t d at T51.2 K, for three
8 }log(td).
concentrations, in the blue wing. The data follow G hom
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FIG. 5. Coupling constant a in Eq. ~5! as a function of log(td) for three
concentrations, at l exc5633 nm. All lines intersect at t d ' t fl . For t d , t fl
there is no SD, and only ‘‘pure’’ dephasing remains. The data follow
a}log(td).

with a total number of ;300 points. The experiments were
controlled with a personal computer.
Transient holes result from population storage in the
triplet state. The lifetime of the triplet state of H2Ch in PS,
ttriplet5~1.460.1 !ms, was obtained by measuring the area of
a transient hole as a function of delay time ~not shown!. The
value of t triplet was found to be independent of concentration.
The ‘‘effective’’ homogeneous linewidth G 8hom at a delay
time t d was determined in the following way. The holes were
measured at various burning-fluence densities Ptb /A and
their profile fitted with Lorentzian curves. The holewidths
G hole were then extrapolated to Ptb /A→0 to take into account the effect of power broadening; this yields
G hole,0(t b ,t d ). For t d .t b , 10,12
G hole,0~ t b ,t d ! 5G 8hom~ t b ! 1G 8hom~ t d ! 12G laser .

~1!

To determine G 8hom(t d ), we first measure the holewidth at
delay time t d 5t b . Thus,
G hole,0~ t b ,t b ! 52G 8hom~ t b ! 12G laser .

~2!

Inserting G 8hom(t b ) from Eq. ~2! into Eq. ~1!, yields
G 8hom~ t d ! 5G hole,0~ t b ,t d ! 2 21 G hole,0~ t b ,t b ! 2G laser .

~3!

For t d .30 s, we have used Eq. ~3!. For t d ,30 s, t b 't d and
Eq. ~3! reduces to
G 8hom~ t d ! 5 21 G hole,0~ t b ,t b ! 2G laser .

~4!

For experiments with the diode laser, Glaser530 MHz. For
experiments with the dye-laser, where Glaser'2 MHz, the last
term in Eqs. ~3! and ~4! is negligible.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To study quantitatively the various contributions to G 8hom
in the presence of ‘‘downhill’’ energy transfer, we have performed a series of HB-experiments to be discussed in this
section. Figure 2 shows the dependence of G 8hom on tempera-
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FIG. 6. The term a ET→SD in Eq. ~6! as a function of concentration. For
c5131025 M, there is no ET and a ET→SD50. The data follow a ET→SD
}c log(td).

ture for two excitation wavelengths within the 0-0 band and
three concentrations, at a fixed delay time t d 5300 s. The
data points follow a power law characteristic for organic
glasses at T<10 K, 10,11,13,14
G 8hom5G 80 1aT 1.360.1.

~5!

At the lowest concentration, the residual linewidth does not
depend on excitation wavelength and is equal to G 0
5(2 p t fl) 21 '20 MHz, with tfl'8 ns the fluorescence lifetime of H2Ch. At higher concentrations, G 80 5G 0 only at the
red-most wing of the 0-0 absorption band (lexc5643 nm).
G 80 increases towards the blue and with increasing concentration.
As a consequence of ET→SD, we concluded in Ref. 2
that G 8hom is expected to depend on delay time t d , even at
T→0. To distinguish ‘‘normal’’ SD from ‘‘extra’’ SD induced by ET, we performed the experiments shown in Figs.
3~a!, 3~b! and Fig. 4. Figures 3~a! and 3~b! are plots of G 8hom
vs temperature, for various delay times. For low concentrations @Fig. 3~a!#, the value of G 8hom increases with delay time
at a given temperature, and extrapolates to G 0 5(2 p t fl) 21 ,
as expected for ‘‘normal’’ SD. For higher concentrations and
in the blue wing of the band @Fig. 3~b!#, however, G 8hom extrapolates to G 80 .G 0 , with G 80 increasing with delay time, as
expected from our ET→SD mechanism.2 Also Fig. 4, which
is a plot of G 8hom vs the logarithm of t d for three concentrations, measured in the blue wing of the band, supports the
ET→SD model. The data follow G 8hom}log(td), as for ‘‘normal’’ SD,10,15 but the slope dG 8hom/d log(td) increases with
concentration. The results prove that the amount of ‘‘extra’’
SD is indeed enhanced by concentration and towards the
blue part of the band. At the red onset of the band there is
only ‘‘normal’’ SD, even at higher concentrations ~not
shown!. From these results we conclude that ‘‘extra’’ SD is
indeed triggered by ‘‘downhill’’ ET within the 0-0 band.
To assess the separate contributions to the coupling constant a in Eq. ~5!, we have plotted in Fig. 5 the value of a as
a function of log(td). For c5131025 M and 231023 M it
was obtained from Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. Note that a}log(td)
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FIG. 8. The term G ET→SD
in Eq. ~7! vs concentration, at t d 51 ms and 300 s,
0
for l exc5633 nm. The data points follow G ET→SD
}c log(td).
0

for a specific concentration, and the value of a PD1a SD(t d ) at
c5131025 M.
In Fig. 6, the contribution of ET→SD to the coupling
constant, a ET→SD , has been plotted as a function of concentration, for two delay times (t d 51 ms and 300 s!, in the blue
wing. The data points follow an approximately linear dependence, from which we conclude
a ET→SD}c log~ t d ! .

FIG. 7. ~a! Residual linewidth G 80 vs log(td), at l exc5633 nm. By extrapolating the upper curve to t d ' t fl , the rate of direct energy transfer G ET
0
;15 MHz for c5231023 M is obtained. The data follow G 80 }log(td). ~b!
G 08 vs log(td), at l exc5633 nm, for three concentrations. The extrapolation
23
of G 80 to t d ' t fl yields G ET
M.
0 ;210 MHz for c56310

and the slope da/d log(td) increases with concentration. Furthermore, we observe that the two solid lines intersect at t d
' t fl . If we assume that all values of a cross at this point,
because there is no SD at t d , t fl , 15 the value of a here
should be given by a PD , the contribution of ‘‘pure’’ dephasing. We find from Fig. 5 that a PD5(31610) GHz/K1.3.
‘‘Pure’’ dephasing arises from ‘‘fast’’ TLSs with relaxation
rates R larger than 1/t fl . Since for c5631023 M we only
have a value of a at t d 5300 s ~from Fig. 2!, we have plotted
this data point and traced a ~broken! straight line from this
point to the intersection of the other lines. Thus, a value of a
for c5631023 M at any delay time can be obtained from
this line. The value of a for ‘‘normal’’ SD at any t d can be
obtained from the data at the lowest concentration. For this
concentration, a5a PD1a SD(t d ), with a SD}log(td), as expected from the standard model TLS.15–18 The slope
da/d log(td)5(2161) MHz/K1.3 s at the lowest concentration and represents the amount of ‘‘normal’’ SD. For higher
concentrations, the ‘‘extra’’ SD contribution a ET→SD is then
given by the difference between the value of a, at a given t d

~6!

The separate contributions to the residual linewidth G 80 ,
in the blue wing of the band, have been obtained from data
as shown in Figs. 7~a!, 7~b!, and 8. Figures 7~a! and 7~b! are
plots of G 80 vs log(td). In Fig. 7~a! the data for c5131025
and 231023 M are displayed, whereas in Fig. 7~b! the data
for 631023 M are compared with those for the lower concentrations. The value of G 80 in the absence of ET, G 0
5(2 p t fl) 21 520 MHz, was obtained from the horizontal
line for c5131025 M. For c5231023 M, G 80 was obtained from Fig. 3~b!, whereas for c5631023 M, G 80 was

FIG. 9. The direct energy transfer term G ET
vs concentration, at l exc
0
5633 nm. The data are consistent with Förster’s energy transfer rate, G ET
0
}c 2 .
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taken from Fig. 2 and calculated from Fig. 5. The data follow
G 80 }log(td). By extrapolating the straight lines to t d ' t fl , the
contribution of SD is eliminated and the residual value of G 80
at t d ' t fl is, therefore, the contribution of direct ET G ET
0 . We
23
found GET
'15
MHz
for
c52310
M
@Fig.
7~a!#
and
0
23
GET
'210
MHz
for
c56310
M
@Fig.
7~b!#.
By
subtract0
ing the value of G 0 1G ET
0 at a given concentration from the
value of G 80 for this concentration and some given delay time
t d , we obtain G ET→SD
which increases linearly with log(td).
0
Figure 8 is a plot of G ET→SD
as a function of concentra0
tion, for two delay times (t d 51 ms and 300 s!, in the blue
wing. The values were obtained from Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!.
Since for c5131025 M there is no ET, G ET→SD
'0 for c
0
→0. The data points appear to follow a straight line. Combining the results of Figs. 7 and 8, we conclude that
}c log~ t d ! .
G ET→SD
0

~7!

Finally, we have plotted the values of G ET
0 as a function
of c, in the blue wing, in Fig. 9. Since at c5131025 M
there is no ET, G ET
0 50. From Förster’s mechanism for ET
2 6–8
we expect G ET
}c
.
The data points in Fig. 9 are consis0
tent with this expectation and, thus, we can estimate the values of G ET
0 for other concentrations of H2Ch in PS from the
figure. We note that the contribution of G ET
0 to G 8
hom is small,
even at the highest concentration (GET
0 '0.25 GHz vs
8 '2.5 GHz for c5631023 M). If we now calculate the
Ghom
1/6
Förster radius R 0 5R(GET
0 tfl) , where R is the average distance between the H2Ch molecules, from the G ET
0 -values obtained for two concentrations, we get R 0 5(6761) Å. This
value is within the range expected ~30–80 Å! ~Ref. 19! and
supports the idea of our ET→SD model.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the temperature-, concentrationand delay-time dependence of G 8hom of the 0-0 transition of
H2Ch in PS can consistently be described by taking into
account ‘‘extra’’ SD indirectly induced by ET, in addition to
direct energy transfer of the Förster’s type and ‘‘normal’’
spectral diffusion.
Our results can be summarized as follows:
G 8hom5G 80 ~ c,l exc ,t d ! 1a ~ c,l exc ,t d ! T 1.360.1

~8!

with
ET→SD
G 80 5G 0 1G ET
~ c,l exc ,t d ! ,
0 ~ c,l exc ! 1G 0

~9!

and
a5a PD1a SD~ t d ! 1a ET→SD~ c,l exc ,t d ! ,

~10!

In Eq. ~9!, the residual linewidth G 80 is given by the sum of
three terms: the fluorescence lifetime-limited value
G 0 5 ~ 2 p t fl! 21 520 MHz,

~11!

the direct energy transfer rate
2
G ET
0 }c ,

~12!

which is consistent with a Förster radius R 0 '67 Å, and the
residual linewidth arising from ‘‘extra’’ SD triggered by ET
G ET→SD
}c log~ t d ! .
0

~13!
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8 as given by Eqs. ~8!–~16!, obtained
TABLE I. The six contributions to G hom
at l exc5633 nm and t d 5300 s.
c5131025 M c5231023 M c5631023 M
G 0 ~MHz!
G ET
0 ~MHz!
~MHz!
G ET→SD
0
a PD ~MHz/K1.3!
a SD ~MHz/K1.3!
a ET→SD ~MHz/K1.3!

20
0
0
31
220
0

20
15
350
31
220
80

20
210
1090
31
220
170

In Eq. ~10!, the coupling constant a is also given by the sum
of three terms: the ‘‘pure’’ dephasing contribution
a PD5 ~ 31610! MHz/K1.3,

~14!

which only depends on the guest-host coupling strength, the
contribution of ‘‘normal’’ SD
a SD}log~ t d ! ,

~15!

and the contribution of ‘‘extra’’ SD induced by ET
a ET→SD}c log~ t d ! .

~16!

In Table I we have summarized the values obtained for
the separate contributions to G 08 and a, for three concentrations, in the blue wing (lexc5633 nm) and for t d 5300 s.
The results have been cross-checked by a least-square fit of
8 for various conall available data ~about 150 values of G hom
centrations, temperatures, delay times and excitation wavelengths! to the set of Eqs. ~8!–~16!.
Spectral diffusion induced by energy transfer proves to
be a general phenomenon in doped organic glasses. It has by
now also been observed for methyl-tetrahydrofuran and triethylamine doped with bacteriochlorophyll in hole-burning
studies under high-pressure.12,20
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